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Capella has a note value inmediately on the piano button

Score Perfect

Examples

By Toccata you can input by using the piano lay-out
or also with the normal keybord

Many notation programms use a virtual keyboard for the input of the notes on the staff.

1. First choose a value by clicking on the button.

2. Then click on the piano lay-out for the note.

3. The preferred note will appear on the staff.

Many notation programms use a virtual keyboard for the input of the notes on the staff.
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A Steyrean Harmonica is a diatonic, bisonoric accordion arranged in three to five button
rows at the treble side, each row is tuned to an individual diatonic scale a 5th apart from
the next row. Diatonic in this context means, that in each row only the seven tones for one
scale are present. Bisonoric means that on pressing and pulling the bellows while
depressing the same button two different tone pitches are heard one on press and another
one on pull

Diatonic harmonicas are build in a
certain chord. It is depending of one
should play alone or  along with
string instruments or brass
instruments.

The Quint circle shows us wich
different chords that there are
available.

For example:

B-Es-As-Des for brass instruments
A-D-G-C for string instruments
G-C-F-B for playing solo

A Steyrean is mostly played by using Gripp-script. This is a notation that looks like normal notes,
however these are not notes, this is a kind off tabulature, each note symbol corresponds to a certain
button on the instrument, they do not show the real pitch, they show the key which should be
pressed. This is recognizable by the fact that no clef sign is shown. However “x” is introduced in
front of individual note symbols. The bass numbering looks like some type of accordion bass
numbering, the letters A, a, B, b, C, a etc. do not represent real tones and/or chords, but similarly to
what was said above, they correspond to the respective row for the fundamental bass keys, the
small letter indicates chord bass keys. Capital letters mean fundamental bass keys.

Treble

Bass

This text was taken from the side of Franz Fuchs  http://www.volksmusikschule.at/harmonika.htm
There you can learn all about Steyrean harmonicas

Bellows
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The instrument produces different tones on push and on pull. This is indicated in the way that a long
line under the notes is added. Passages with underline are played in push direction, passages
without underline are played in pull direction It shows the musician wich buttons he has to play. This
has the advantage that when i can play some song on a certain Steyrean, I can play that same song
on any other Steyrean no matter wich Chord it has.

NS notes (= normal script notes)

GS notes (= gripp script notes)



For this reason we need a double lay-out, one for push and one for pull.( Druck means push and Zug
means pull ).
Each button has his own unique name. To see how they are connected with the notes, I have put a
switch button above, so one  can switch between the button names and the notes.

Because each Harmonica can have another chord, there must be created a link between the button-
names and the notes. This is well shown on the side
Http://members.yline.com/~arizona/harmonika/ of Christian Amon.
On the next pages, I worked it out for a  G-C-F-B  Chord Harmonica.

Switch button

Button names

Notes


